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My first two months at The University of Cambodia…. “
Moments pass but memories remain
By Ms. Titar Naing, EU-SHARE Exchange Program Awardee Batch 5 - 2019
has around only 20 students so that I can have
better and closer communication with my fellow
classmates and teachers as well. To sum up in one
word, I really enjoy studying here.

Some people say, “It’s a blessing for a person
to get a chance to do what he is pleased to do.”
In this case, I would have to call myself a pretty
fortunate person. Stepping out of my home and
going abroad somewhere outside my native land
to study has always been a dream that I have been
dreaming of for a long time. Now, here I am sitting
in the campus of The University of Cambodia and
writing this reflection. I have never felt that lucky
in my life before.
My name is Titar Naing, a 2nd Year Honours
student from University of Yangon (Myanmar).
Both in my home university and here, I major in
International Relations. I am currently studying at
UC for a semester under the EU-SHARE exchange
programme. Having no previous experience of
studying abroad on my own, the idea of moving to
a foreign country seemed exciting but challenging
and intimidating at the same time.

While trying to give my best in studies, I managed
to keep aside some time for familiarization with
the city as well, as it is one of the purposes of
exchange progammes. With the accompaniment of
some local friends, I could witness how the way
of life seems like in Phnom Penh by going around
on a city tour. So far, I have already explored
attraction sites in Phnom Penh including Royal
Palace and Wat Phnom. In mid-April, we also got
a chance to experience Khmer New Year in Siem
Reap Province. Six-hours of bus ride and getting
exposed to the scorching heatwaves of summer
were all worth it just by getting a glimpse of the
breathtaking grandness of Angkor Wat Temple. My
friends and I spent a couple of days there visiting
temples and other famous places. I can’t even
find enough words to describe how incredible my
experience felt like.

As time goes by, I have been here for two months
and it’s already halfway to the completion of the
Programme. Two months is not a long period but
it has been the most remarkable two months of my
whole student life. I believe the remaining two
months will also be no less exciting as well. As a
saying goes, “Moments pass but memories remain,”
my times and memories at UC and Cambodia will
remain as the best gifts I can bring back home to
It was on 28th February that I waved goodbye to Myanmar.
my country and left for Phnom Penh with much
expectations and excitement. Thanks to Ms. Gina
Lopez and two of her students who picked me up
at the airport, I immediately felt welcomed within
minutes I set my feet on the land of Cambodia.
Even on the first day, I got a chance to stroll around
the campus with the guidance of some friendly UC
staff. The University building seems so magnificent
to me and everything seemed new and interesting.
In first few days, I didn’t have much difficulty
during my stay here except a few cases of language
barriers. As Phnom Penh is a city which is similar
to Myanmar in terms of climate and culture, I
barely had any cultural shock here and I felt home
at my new place and environment shortly within a
few days of arrival.
Since 5th March, I have been starting classes at UC.
The learning experience here is quite satisfying.
One thing I like most about the classes here is the
fact that class sizes here are small and each class
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UC Khmer New Year Concert for Charity
By Van Punleureaksmey, UCSS Secretary

On 03 April 2019, The University of Cambodia Student Senate (UCSS) celebrated the event Sangkran in
order to welcome Khmer New Year. The purpose of doing this event was to provide fun activities and
knowledge about the culture and traditions along with a concert at the University. In this event, we divided
it to two sessions which were in the morning and afternoon. We played traditional games such as jol chung,
bos ankonh, tanh prot, and popular ones. Beside these games, the students enjoyed the exhibitions by UC
students, who sold many types of food and drinks.

At the evening around 5:00 pm, students gathered for a performance that had many Cambodian superstars
along with other UC performers. Before the event started in the evening, there was a welcome speech by
H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, President of The University of Cambodia. After that we had both traditions and
a popular show for the concert. Moreover in the last session, we included the Lakorn that was shown by the
students in The University of Cambodia.
This was a special and memorable day for students in The University of Cambodia as well as for the
participants from other schools who joined that event.
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Songkran UC 2019
By Van Punleureaksmey, UCSS Secretary

On 03 April 2019, The University of Cambodia Student Senate (UCSS) celebrated the event Sangkran
in order to welcome Khmer New Year. The purpose of doing this event was to provide fun activities and
knowledge about the culture and traditions along with a concert at the University. In this event, we divided
it to two sessions which were in the morning and afternoon. We played traditional games such as jol chung,
bos ankonh, tanh prot, and popular ones. Beside these games, the students enjoyed the exhibitions by UC
students, who sold many types of food and drinks.

At the evening around 5:00 pm, students gathered for a performance that had many Cambodian superstars
along with other UC performers. Before the event started in the evening, there was a welcome speech by
H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, President of The University of Cambodia. After that we had both traditions and
a popular show for the concert. Moreover in the last session, we included the Lakorn that was shown by the
students in The University of Cambodia.
This was a special and memorable day for students in The University of Cambodia as well as for the
participants from other schools who joined that event.
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UCCRCY Participates in Issuing Traffic Safety Messages
on Public Streets
By Ms. Thoung Sovannrin, UCCRCY Vice President

On 10 April 2019, 10 members participated in disseminating traffic safety messages on public streets and
in downtown Phnom Penh to remind all passengers to obey the traffic laws and to be careful driving home
during Khmer New Year. The campaign was joined by H.E. Pom Chantiny, Secretary General of the
Cambodian Red Cross, and CRC youth from 24 Universities and Institutes in Phnom Penh.
Everyone took Pass App directly to the National Road around Phnom Penh. They all brought flyers and
gave messages to all drivers to drive safely by wearing helmets, driving at proper speed, avoid drinking,
and refrain from using their phone while driving. We wanted to contribute to society by reducing traffic
accidents in Cambodia by encouraging people to obey the traffic laws and share the message to their fellow
family members and friends.

UCCRCY Promotes Road Safety
By Ms. Kong Sokkheang, Information Officer of UCCRCY

On 12 April 2019, a group of members from UCRCY joined AIP organization and cooperated with the
Ministry of Public Works and Transport, Manual Life, Grab, Ezecom and others and went to Road 5 to
distribute pamphlets to all drivers and riders who were not wearing hamlets. They also gave them books
about the traffic laws and flyers related to road safety. They also asked the drivers some questions about
the traffic laws and instructed them how to protect themselves from traffic accidents. The main purpose of
the event was to remind all drivers to be careful while they are driving along the road, respect the traffic
laws, to reduce traffic accidents in Cambodia and especially to save people lives during Khmer New Year.
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Report on Life Skills II: Public
Speaking Skills
By Mr. Chhean Brasit, Director of Skills and Career Development Center, and SCDC Team
The Skills and Career Development Center hosted the
“Life Skills II: Public Speaking Skills” workshop
at The University of Cambodia on April 27, 2019,
05th floor from 2:00 PM to 5:30 PM. Students from
the Skills and Career Development Center created a
crash course on tips and advice to improve public
speaking skills. There were 17 candidates, notably
Chan Chhiv Hour, Chork Sony, Dan Manh, Hong
Leangkorng, Kimny Vicheka, Long Punlork,
Luk Somunyneath, Mon Mekh, Mech Senghor,
Phin Sovata, Phon Sreykeo, Po Chamrong,
Prak Reaksa, Sal Pheakdey, Sann Channouch,
Song Sovanpiseth, and Tauch Bolyna who had all
completed the public speaking workshop, showcasing the ability of speaking in public. All of the
candidates answered different topics that were assigned to give inputs in finding solutions on their
university studies. This aimed to improve students’ flexibility and build self-confidence in the target
of developing students’ speaking skills. With excellent results, the candidates displayed the crash
course video visualizing on the basic tips of public speaking skills to encourage fellow students to
have different learning behaviors. At last, Mr. Travis Mitchell, Director of the Council for Research
and Creativity, handed the certificates to SCDC volunteers and Public Speaking students to celebrate
their successful outcome.

The

UC Bulletin

If you wish to provide articles, comments, complaints, or suggestions for the improvement of the UC Bulletin, or
you would like to apply for a student internship, please contact Mr. Travis Mitchell, at director_crc@uc.edu.kh
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35 Hours in Singapore
By: Mr. Seng Sokkheang, International Business student (Term 9), the TFSB
In May 2019, I was selected to join TFI-SUTD STEP Aviation Forum 2019 arranged by the Temasek Foundation
International and Singapore University of Technology and Design in Singapore. During the event, I was
assigned to work in a group of four participants (one participant from Myanmar, the other two from the home
country, Singapore, and me). We came up with JETAPO PODI as our group name. It was inspired by both
JEDI in Star Wars and the Potato Pirates game, gameplay for coding with computers. We mixed and combined
it together; thus, we got JETATO PODI as the name.

Speaking of my time there, I had an inspiring week in Singapore. On the first day, there was a high level of
interaction between the participants and professors during the lecture time. It was, furthermore, cool to learn
about the design innovation framework (4D - Design, Define, Develop, and Deliver). On the second day, I
visited the ST Engineering Aerospace, where I learned about the process of fixing the million-dollars aircraft
engines and had a chance to step up really close to the airplane. In the process of drone-building, I had a chance
to design, build, and fly a drone. As a team, on the third day in the ARMS Lab, we worked in front of the
computer using engineering software to design the drone. On the following day, in the FABLAB, we witnessed
laser cutting fabrication for the frame of the drone. Afterward, we assembled the drone with components such
as standard propellers, brushless motors, landing gear, electronic speed controller, the receiver, the transmitter,
and battery.
On the final day of the competition, we didn’t make it to the top, but we did do our best; and that what’s counts.
Last but not least, I got to bond, network, and learn from enthusiastic youths from Singapore and others around
the region. Looking back, although I had butterflies in my stomach before the event, I’ve learned to enjoy
and have FUN in everything I do. The 3F principle, which is to have fun, have fun, and have fun, is a brandnew principle for me to follow. There is nothing to be afraid of. Put your chin up, and believe in yourself. To
conclude, the event was beyond learning, and I had countless memories to cherish for my whole life.
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156th Anniversary of the World Red Cross and Red Crescent Day
Mr. Prak Sopheara, UCCRCY President

On 8 May 2019, the Cambodian Red Cross (CRC)’s
headquarters celebrated the 155th Anniversary of
the World Red Cross and Red Crescent Day under
the theme “CRC is everywhere, for everybody by
leaving no one behind.” The event was presided over
by Samdech Akka Moha Sena Padei Techo HUN
SEN, Prime Minister of the Kingdom of Cambodia,
and his spouse Samdech Kittiprittbandit Bun
Rany Hun Sen, and President of CRC. Participants
included national and international guests, charities,
students, and other supporters.
100 youths from The University of Cambodia’s
Cambodian Red Cross Youth (UCCRCY) who led
by a team of advisors attended the event.

The

The objectives for this event were to promote
the humanitarian value and raise funds to help
vulnerable people, including victims of disasters
and other tragedies without discrimination of race,
religion, and political tendency.
Dr. Haruhisa Handa, Chancellor of The University
of Cambodia, H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, Founder,
Chairman of the Board of Trustees and President of
The University of Cambodia, and Lok Chum Teav
Khem Rany, Vice President for General Affairs and
Member of the Board of Trustees of The University
of Cambodia, donated funds for the continued
support for humanitarian services.

UC Bulletin

If you wish to provide articles, comments, complaints, or suggestions for the improvement of the UC Bulletin, or
you would like to apply for a student internship, please contact Mr. Travis Mitchell, at director_crc@uc.edu.kh
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UC Attends the CRC Youth Forum to Celebrate the
156th World Red Cross Crescent Day at TVK
Mr. An Sopheak, Dean of the School of Creative Arts
On 8 May 2019, Mr. An Sopheak, Dean of School of Creative Arts, and Mr. Prak Sopheara, UCCRCY
President, attended the CRC Youth Forum under the theme “CRC is everywhere, for everybody by leaving
no one behind.to celebrate the 156th Anniversary of the World Red Cross and Red Crescent Day” at TVK.
The event was presided over by H.E. Khuon Sodary, Vice President of CRC.

The purpose of CRC Youth Forum is to raise the youth’s voice in terms of humanitarian activities, and
they have contributed a lot to society. This year, two universities joined to discuss on the topic above. They
focused on the mission and vision of CRC, and at the end of the event, H.E. Khuon Sodary, Vice President
of CRC, shared the speech from Samdech Kittiprittbandit Bun Rany Hun Sen, President of CRC to all
the participants and thanked them for keeping up the good work with the Cambodian Red Cross.

Introducing...

			

Partners of UC

The University of Cambodia understands the importance of cultivating meaningful relationships locally
and internationally, and thus is excited to announce the implementation of a new program called, Partners
of UC. This program aims to expand the UC family to include organizations and institutions throughout
Cambodia and abroad, who support the mission, spirit and purpose of UC. Collaboration between Partners
and UC will be mutually beneficial, and will create a large network of innovative individuals that can be used
to support personal, institutional, and national development.
Partners of UC will be invited to speak to students, faculty and staff regarding their individual
specialties, display products on campus and at UC events, and offer internships or employment to our talented
students. In addition, Partners are encouraged to work alongside UC management to develop and enhance
university curriculum and human resource development.
UC Bulletin Vol. 38
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Girl’s Rising and Women Empowerment
By Ea Mei Mei, Neth Sopheaktra, Khun Meavnean, Nov Sreynich, Vuth Sereyneath, Roeun Ratha, TFSB students
On the 21st of May, 2019, we attended an event up our confidence and stand strong against the
called “Girl’s Rising”. This event was coordinated obstacles that we usually face as women in our
by the U.S. Embassy in Cambodia, and its main community. Among all the amazing advice, one
purpose was to empower Cambodian women of was Ms. Howerton’s ten significant steps to boost
all ages to be confident, to stand up for what they our confidence. According to her, the first step is
believe in, and to take control of their lives. The to discover the power of authenticity, meaning we
main agenda of the event included a panel discussion have to be true to ourselves and to what we need;
from panelists, namely Ms. Heather Howerton, who we want to be matters more than who others
Program and Marketing Manager at Colorado want us to be. Second, do not be afraid to show our
Women’s Chamber of Commerce, Ms. Socheata, vulnerability because it is actually a great step toward
a member of ILO, and Ms. Sophorn, Development courage. Third, be grateful for what we have, and
Professional and Entrepreneur, all of whom have fourth, learn to build our network through respect.
successfully established themselves as strong and Additionally, she also mentioned that perseverance
independent women in the society that they live in. is a great means to achieve self-confidence, and
beside perseverance, it is important to find a role
During the event, the three panelists shared with model or mentor whom we can lean on and look up
us about their experience in life including their to. Furthermore, in order to be confident, we need
background and struggle. One of the common to be humble and patient, and do not be afraid to
struggles that all three panelists have is the give it our all. The last and most important step is to
discrimination that they have faced against them and trust ourselves because without trust, we can never
other women in their community. According to Ms. move forward and further in life. After listening
Sophorn, back when she had just finished college, to her and other panelists’ advice, a newly found
she could not get a job that fit with her degree and strength has begun to take place in our mind and
expertise which was irrigation engineering, although made us believe that we can definitely achieve the
her skills and knowledge were as good as her male best version of ourselves.
classmates. She also mentioned that during her years
working, she had to tolerate countless inappropriate In brief, attending this event was such a surreal
comments and criticism from her male co-workers experience. Not only have we obtained fruitful
and bosses. However, she was never discouraged knowledge regarding gender matters and women’s
and always stood up against the injustice and roles in the society but we also feel deeply inspired
mistreatment directed toward her and other women. by our three panelists who had set aside their busy
Her experience as well as other panelists’ was so time to share with us their experience and give
eye-opening because it finally made us realize how us advice on how to make a mark in the society
serious the issue of gender inequality and sexual as strong and independent women. Just like what
discrimination is in our society and stimulated us to Heather has said, “We all have a spark inside us!”,
and “The only person you are destined to be is the
take actions against such issues.
person you decide to be.” We now believe that
Beyond experience-sharing, the panelists also we can unleash our sparks and achieve our goals
gave us a lot of advice regarding how to build without any fear.

The School of Creative Arts (SCA) was founded on April 26, 2018 under the leadership and guidance
of His Excellency Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, Founder, Chairman of the Board of Trustees and President of
The University of Cambodia. SCA primarily consists of three parts: (1) Music and Songs (2) Dancing
and (3) Drama. SCA will offer certificate programs, Associate’s Degrees, and Bachelor’s Degrees, all of
which have curricula that are designed to meet national and international standards. This will help
ensure that students will become professional artists, teachers, and leading researchers. For the new
Academic Year 2018-2019, The University of Cambodia is offering several scholarships. For more
information, please contact the Office of Admissions, Information, and Registration.
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UCCRCY Members meeting to evaluate the
Work Plan for Semester I, 2019
By Mr. Prak Sopheara, UCCRCY President

On 25 May 2019, UCCRCY’s committee and all members has gathered together in order to have a meeting
on the evaluation of UCCRCY work plan’s enforcement before the end of semester I. Mr. Lim Kimhout,
Vice-President of UCCRCY has briefly detailed about the achievement that successfully completed in
semester I. After the 10 minute of briefing, Mr. Prak Sopheara, UCCRCY President shared with all
member about the upcoming events of UCCRCY and the activities that we should prepare for the next
semester . Beside the core activities of meeting, UCCRCY’s advisor also took this opportunity to share
good concept for hosting the events and building the team spiritual.

After the meeting, we all member had long talk about their study and shared about experience together. It
was an impressive gathering and everyone commit to push the project for the next semester as well.

Introducing...

			

Partners of UC

The University of Cambodia understands the importance of cultivating meaningful relationships locally
and internationally, and thus is excited to announce the implementation of a new program called, Partners
of UC. This program aims to expand the UC family to include organizations and institutions throughout
Cambodia and abroad, who support the mission, spirit and purpose of UC. Collaboration between Partners
and UC will be mutually beneficial, and will create a large network of innovative individuals that can be used
to support personal, institutional, and national development.
Partners of UC will be invited to speak to students, faculty and staff regarding their individual
specialties, display products on campus and at UC events, and offer internships or employment to our talented
students. In addition, Partners are encouraged to work alongside UC management to develop and enhance
university curriculum and human resource development.
UC Bulletin Vol. 38
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UCCRCY Attends the 84th Birthday Celebration of King’s Mother
By Mr. Prak Sopheara, UCCRCY President
On 16 June 2019, 10 members form UCCRCY attended the praying ceremony joined by 84 monks from
7 pagodas in Phnom Penh. This ceremony was a special occasion to celebrate the 84th birthday celebration
of King’s mother, Her Majesty NORDOM MONINEATH SIHANOUK Queen Mother of the Khmer
Nation, Cambodian Red Cross Honorary President. This event was presided over by Samdech
Kittiprittbandit Bun Rany HUN SEN, CRC President with all the CRC Committee members and the
representative from 24 Universities in Phnom Penh.

In the morning, all the participants joined the praying ceremony to ask for precious wishes from Buddha
for Her Majesty to be healthy and strong for the Kingdom of Cambodia. After the ceremony, the President
of CRC and all the participants went down and contributed food, drinks and donations for all 84 monks
from different pagodas. The precious event was not just about the birthday celebration, but it also turned
out to be a humanitarian activity of CRC which contributed to the religion and society as well.
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UC Sports Tournament
By Pheakphea Socheata, President of The University of Cambodia Student Senate, 13th Mandate

On Saturday 15th June to Sunday 21st July 2019, The
University of Cambodia Student Senate organized
the UC Sports Tournament at The University of
Cambodia which consisted of the UC Male Football
Competition and Running Competition.

•UC Running Competition

This competition was held with the purpose to
Male: 1st Place: Khean Lyta
enable the students of The University of Cambodia
2nd Place: Pheourn Chhanny
to partake in sports activities to raise awareness
about physical well-being as well as help them to
3rd Place: Nol Borom
bond together through this event. The outcomes of
Female: 1st Place: Sey Jakkrya
the competition are as follows:
•UC Male Football Competition
1st Place: College of Education
2nd Place: School of Creative Arts
3rd Place: Techo Sen School of Government and
International Relations

2nd Place: Phun Chandy
3rd Place: Hong Raksa
The University of Cambodia Student Senate hopes
more students will participate in sports whether
within the university or outside the university.

UC Bulletin Vol. 38
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					 Outstanding

								

Name : Pil Kolab
Major: English Language and Literature
Term : 10
GPA : 4.0

1.What motivates you to get good grades?
Since I started at The University of Cambodia, this was the first
time for me to get the best result. I was very surprised with what
I got as well. Actually, I am so busy with my university student’s
life at two universities. Before, I never thought that I could get
such a result like that, because it seems hard for me to do well
while studying at two universities. But I have always had a
commitment that I must try my best in order to reach my goal as
few of my close friends have done. It starts from self-motivation,
if I had never motivated myself along, there is no way that I
could get such a result like this. Self-motivation is my top
priority because it makes me become a strong and powerful
person. Beside myself is my family, especially my parents who
have always supported my daily life, provided good advice and
have motivated me. I know they work hard every day, and all the
time I look at the photos of them, it makes me remember all the
memories with them when we were in a difficult situation. I tell
myself that I must do well, even it is hard for me because I think
it will give me a good result and I will be able to help my parents
from the difficult situations they face right now. I want to see
them live in a good condition and stand behind and motivate me
forever. I always imagine that one day I will be able to provide
what they want. That’s why when I feel lazy to study, I always
remind myself that I cannot be like this because I have my
beloved family waiting to see my success.
2.What is your strategy to get good grades?
I never compare myself to others because I know that different
people face different situations. And the achievements are also
different based on their own work hard. Time-management is an
important thing that I focus on in order to make my life well
organized. If you cannot manage your time well, you will feel
you don’t have enough time, even if you have 24 hours a day
like everyone else. When you have no plan and no schedule, you
will waste your time to do useless things. For example, when
you are back home, if you have no plan or schedule to review all
the lessons you have learn from school, you will waste your time
to watch TV or YouTube, play games or Facebook, etc. Timemanagement not only helps you to do all things you have to do
but it also helps you to reduce stress. When you have a plan for
what you will do next, you can divide your time for studying,
exercising, sleeping, eating and relaxing like having more time
with family, friends, and building network with new people. Do
not wait until your work is overloaded because it can make you
bored and stressed. One more strategy is group study. Group
study can help me a lot, because sometime I don’t understand a
point in a lesson or understand only a small amount so when I
have group study, I can ask member of the group to explain it to
me. And the members of my group are all my best friends, so we
learn together, and help share new knowledge with each other.
3.What teacher has inspired you the most?
Teachers have always guided me to do many activities in class.
Besides teaching the theory in the textbook, she/he always
motivate me to apply self-study. What he has inspired me the
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most is providing homework and assigning a group assignment.
All these works are tools for me to create good habits to study
and research. Moreover, these help me to know my level of
understanding.
4.What’s your best memory at UC?
My best memory at UC is that I know a lot of friends. They are
all studying hard and also studying smart. They help each other
and make me feel that study is not a boring thing but an interesting
one. Their warm hearts make me remember all memories with
them at UC.
5.What’s your favorite thing to do outside UC?
When I am outside UC, I like to build up my network with new
people. When I have free time, I like to attend programs which
can improve my both soft and hard skills such as seminars,
workshops, and so on. Besides that I also volunteer to help to
improve social conditions such as the environment and education
fields.
6.What are your future goals?
When I graduate one of my Bachelor’s degree, I will go to find a
good a job which is related to my major. I would like to work at
a private company in the human resource management
department. I also plan to seek an opportunity in the public
sector like taking an exam at any ministry which requires
management skill. And if I have a chance to pass that exam, I
will change my job context from the private sector to the public
sector. But if I cannot pass that exam, I will look for a scholarship
opportunity for a Master’s degree abroad. I really want to study
abroad in order see the difference between Cambodia and the
outside.
7.What advice would you give to students who want to be
more successful next term?
For me, I would like to say health is a significant thing we should
all be concerned about. If you have a problem with your health,
you will have no feeling to complete your job as you planned. As
I have experienced, on nearly the day of the exam, I got a big
fever and it caused me feel exhausted. I just wanted to sleep and
could not concentrate in reviewing lessons for exam. So, please
take care of your health by eating healthy food, doing physical
exercise, live in good environment, and make sure that you have
enough time for sleep. Enough sleep will improve your ability to
think. One more point, you should set a schedule for yourself.
When you have a schedule, it will create a map for you to walk
in the right way, because if you have no schedule, you will waste
your time do useless things. Moreover, when you have a
schedule, your skills in managing time will automatically
improve. When you become a person who has the ability to
manage your own time, you will feel that your life is well
organized. And you will enjoy your life, especially in studying
because you can review before class and research for the solution
or new knowledge. Group study is also a good way to improve
your ability. Last but not least, you should have a strong
commitment to achieve your goal. When you have a commitment
to do something, you will try your best and use both your energy
and intellect to do it. It requires self-motivation for you to push
and get your goal.

Student Zone

								

Students
Name : Sok Chhengleang
Major: International Relations
Term : 6
GPA : 4.0

1.What motivates you to get good grades?
I believe there are three motivations behind my getting
good grades. My willingness to learn is the most
important. I put my heart into learning and keep doing
my best. Whatever the result is, I feel no regret because
I gave my best shot already. Family and lecturers are
also one of my motivations behind this achievement.
I am thankful to my parents who are always supportive
and my respective lecturers here, UC, who tirelessly
sacrifice for their students’ future. Getting good grades
will also help me reach my future goals. Absorbing
knowledge and experiences from lectures does not
help me only get good grades but also my goals
because great opportunities will be given from the
school and any related institution.
2.What is your strategy to get good grades?
To get good grades, I have some strategies I always
apply to every class. First, pay full attention to every
class. During lectures, I always keep alerting myself
to take some notes for important ideas and approach
lectures whenever I have inquiries related to any
conducted lessons. Do not hesitate to ask your
lecturers questions because it helps you understand
the lessons. Similarly, good academic performance is
also required by submitting assignments on time
properly and completing tasks lecturers assign me to
do. Second, self-learning is definitely needed for selfimprovement. After class, I often go to the library for
further informative documents or online researching
to understand more on the lessons learned. I also keep
reviewing lessons because I believe little by little;
you will remember and still have time to find out
which lessons I am familiar with. Third, be ready for
exams. Before exams, I do not put much pressure on
myself in reviewing but stay calm and positive and do
some group studying for a deeper understanding and
to help each other.
3.What teacher has inspired you the most?
In here, The University of Cambodia, in my opinion,
all the teachers are the most inspirational persons.
They are open-minded and warm-hearted. During
classes, they do not demonstrate what the lessons are
but provide us food for thought and lessons of life.
They build you to be active and fully participate in
society to be cognitive thinkers for the better
intellectual, economic, and social development in
Cambodia.
4.What’s your best memory at UC?
UC has created a lot of memorable moments during
my pursuit of higher education here. It is the place

where I have built strong relationships with friends,
teachers, and staff members. Students here are taught
to love each other with compassion and
interdependence. Teachers are approachable when I
am in need of advice and support. Staff are welltrained to help the processing of students’ documents
smoothly and they become the best consultants for all
students. The school building has good facilities and
spacious areas which have also become my favorite
place to concentrate on my self-learning and research.
Memories at UC are all the best!
5.What’s your favorite thing to do outside UC?
Since I quite love challenging myself and learning, I
think having extra-curricular activities is better to
develop myself. Outside UC, I decided to participate
in any program relevant to my major during my spare
time. School has already given you concepts, theories,
and skills for thinking and learning but all you should
do is find where to practice. I am involved in voluntary
work especially in the community. I believe being a
citizen should provide society full contribution for
the better change in the future.
6.What are your future goals?
After graduating from here, I am thinking of pursuing
my Master’s degree to attain higher education. I plan
to work in an organization or institution related to my
major. I hope these goals will be successfully achieved
in the next 5 years or decade.
7.What advice would you give to students who
want to be more successful next term?
To students who want to be more successful,
throughout my experiences, I would advise you to be
well-prepared next term. My first advice is to identify
your weakness. Some students are afraid of revealing
their weakness. You should ask for help from other
people such as your lecturers, friends, or family to
seek for better advice. If you do not understand some
points of lessons, you should ask your lecturers and
friends. If you know your weakness, you can move to
the upper level of self-improvement. Second, you
should incorporate time management skills into your
studying. Do not rush into things or somehow
procrastinate because this will weaken not only your
academic performance but also your future career.
My last advice is to keep working hard. Studying at
university is different from high school because there
are many obstacles to overcome and tasks to complete.
You should stay emotionally, physically, and mentally
strong for these. All in all, I wish you all luck for your
next terms.
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I joined many events, especially student related events
where mostly I joined as an organizer. It was fun to work
as a team and overcome obstacles while gaining various
friendships which I have kept until today.

Ms. Yoeurn Chanmonika
UC College/School: CoSS
Year of Graduation : 2017
Major : IR

5.What was your most memorable moment as a
student of the University of Cambodia?
For me I think it is the National Youth for Culture
competition because at the very last year that I have
participated, we managed to place second in the
competition and I know that my effort has paid off.

1.What did you like most about UC?
The thing that I liked the most are student activities and 6.What is your current job? How did your experience
classes in UC. There are many practical activities in the at the University of Cambodia help you obtain and
class that helped to shape my knowledge.
succeed in this position?

2.What did you think of your program’s facilities I am not working right now but I am continuing my
such as available technology, resources, laboratories Master’s degree and I think the experience that I have
gained at The University of Cambodia helped me a lot.
and classrooms?
7.Have you taken advantage UC’s vast alumni
I think they are okay but I think sometimes it is worth to network and services (UC Alumni Association, UC
check and update them a bit more frequently. Otherwise Alumni Reunion, etc.)? Which ones?
they are okay during my time there.
I have joined the UC Alumni Reunion once since my
3.Was there a faculty member, staff, or fellow student graduation.
who made a lasting impression on you or helped you
when you were here at UC? How? Why? Please be 8.What career advice would you like to give to
students to better prepare them for the real world?
specific.
Yeah, they helped me a lot while my grades were
dropping and I was worrying that I could not be allowed
to take my exit exam. The staff at the Admission’s office
and at the College of Social Sciences helped me be clear
of what I needed to do.

I think students should consider their skills. They should
pursue the career that is suited for their skills.
9.Can current UC students/alumni contact you for
career related advice? How should they contact
you?

4.Did you participate in any UC events, activities, Yes of course, but now I am abroad in Ukraine but
clubs or organizations? If so, what was your you can ask for my information from the Office of
experience?
Administration.

The
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1.What did you like most about UC?
I really liked the environment of the campus. It is really
comfortable, whether it is inside or outside. We have
places to sit and hangout, places to read books and
especially the library that has so many books and study
materials. The library is such a good place for students
to study and do assignments.

2.What did you think of your program’s facilities
such as available technology, resources, laboratories
and classrooms?
I think the school provided sufficient equipment and
they are good for studying. Rooms are equipped with
air conditioners and slide projectors. We even have
computer labs and more. So I think all is good for this
part.
3.Was there a faculty member, staff, or fellow student
who made a lasting impression on you or helped you
when you were here at UC? How? Why? Please be
specific.
I think many people helped me to get through my studies
at UC. Miss Kong Rathana from the Registrar’s Office
was always such a helpful person as she consulted and
helped me with my studies as well as other matters. Also
I have many friends, not just one who helped me with
many things and I enjoyed the memories we shared
together.
4.Did you participate in any UC events, activities,
clubs or organizations? If so, what was your
experience?
I participated a lot in UC events under the organization
of UC, UCSS and UCCRCY. For my part in UCSS,
I used to be a project holder of two projects: UC
International New Year Concert 2016 and UC Men’s
Futsal Tournament 2016. I subsequently helped with
the Futsal project for the following years up until the
recent tournament. I also participated in the Women’s
Futsal and my team got first place. For UC activities I
helped to share the information about UC scholarships
and helped volunteer in other activities of UC as well.
For UCCRCY I joined with other school activities such
as donating blood while representing UC. Those are just
a few of the acitivites I did during my time at UC and I
think those activities helped shape who I have become
today.

Ms. Kimhourt Chansopheaktra
UC College/School: TFSB
Year of Graduation : 2018
Major : Finance and Banking
being a member of the UC Student Senate Mandate 10.
I got to learn how to hold projects and know how to work
closely with my fellow members. I got to understand
how it feels to work as a team. I cherish this experience
and I think it was really valuable to me.
6.What is your current job? How did your experience
at the University of Cambodia help you obtain and
succeed in this position?
I am currently an Office Officer of the National Assembly
General Secretariat. I think the experience especially
relationship management and administration that I
gained at UC helped me to get this job.
7.Have you taken advantage UC’s vast alumni
network and services (UC Alumni Association, UC
Alumni Reunion, etc.)? Which ones?
Not yet but I hope to join one when I have the time.
8.What career advice would you like to give to
students to better prepare them for the real world?
Try to participate in activities at your school. Those
little things that you do will accumulate over time and
they really help you to have something extra over other
candidates when you apply for the job.

9.Can current UC students/alumni contact you for
5.What was your most memorable moment as a career related advice? How should they contact
student of the University of Cambodia?
you?
The most memorable time for me during UC was me
Yes of course, they can contact me via my Facebook:
Chansopheaktra Choem.
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Sharing Session on Four Simple Ways to Improve
English Writing Skills
By Mr. Kor Chhaihong, Head of the Department of English

On April 2, 2019, The School of Foreign Languages
at The University of Cambodia (UC) hosted a sharing
session on four simple ways to improve English
writing skills. It was held in room 408 on the fourth
floor at UC. There were about 50 participants atte
nding the sharing session. Mr. Kimkong Heng, a PhD
Researcher at the University of Queensland (Australia),
was the presenter.

participants to download books, journals and other
extra learning materials.

At the beginning of the session, he politely introduce
himself to the audience. He then continued to present
the first way which was building the capacity of
grammatical structures or patterns. This involved the
understanding and memorizing various grammatical
rules, forms and other special exceptional cases. He
believed that, with profound knowledge of grammar,
students would be able to produce a very accurate
paragraph and essay.

Finally, he suggested writing practice. He found
that without practice, students’ writing could not be
effective though they were already good at grammar
and vocabulary. Their writing should start with
brainstorming and then outlining, first draft writing,
second drafting writing and final draft writing. From
one process to another, students had to check them
carefully, add some related ideas and make some
necessary changes.

Secondly, he pointed out that vocabulary was another
significant factor for strengthening English writing. He
meant that good vocabulary skills were needed when
considering a good flow and unity of writing and the
correct use of vocabulary in different contexts.
In addition, he showed several websites to the

To close the session, Mr. Kimkong Heng reminded the
participants to try the four common techniques in their
academic writing development. He thanked them for
their valuable time spent on his session. At the final
minute, they had a very joyous group photo session to
capture such a remarkable sharing session.
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Thirdly, he talked about reading habits. It was a simple
one for students, but it required a strong commitment
and effort. He said that when they had the habit, they
would definitely feel pleased and entertained with
reading, and they could gain broad knowledge of
different fields to apply to their writing.

Student Zone

UC ROAD SAFETY CAMPAIGN 2019
By Ms. Kong Sokkheang, Information Officer of UCCRCY
On the 3rd April 2019 UCSS conducted the UC Khmer New Year concert under the topic “Charity Concert for
Arts and Khmer Culture.” At that time, the members of UCRCY distributed flyers about road safety awareness
to all participants including students, professors, deans and all guests from outside who attended the event.
The purpose of this activity was to conduct a road safety campaign which can help students understand and pay
attention more on the safety of their driving. We encourage them to wear their helmet, not use their phone while
driving and remember to not drive if they have had alcohol. We asked them to share this useful message to their
families and friends in order to save their lives from traffic accident especially for the upcoming Khmer New
Year celebration when they are driving to homeland or visiting other places.

Report on Business Leadership
By Mr. Chhean Brasit, Director of Skills and Career Development Center, and SCDC Team
The Skills and Career Development
Center hosted the “Business Leadership”
workshop at The University of Cambodia
on June 23, 2019, on the ground floor
from 2:00 PM to 5:30 PM. The Skills
and Career Development Center invited
Mr. Saad Khan, Member of the John
Maxwell Team, to give a public speech
on the law of intentionality, law of the lid,
and law of awareness. Mr. Saad decided
to have a meet and greet session with the
audience to develop a good relationship
as the introduction of the event. Everyone was delighted to be interactive during the discussion. A week
after the meet and greet session, students focused on learning and practicing the law of intentionality and
law of awareness which was instructed by Mr. Saad. Again, Mr. Saad thoroughly controlled the topics
in components to allow students to easily understand the four topics. First, the assumption gap guides
the practitioners to start doing things with great intention; second, the knowledge gap is led to create the
intentional growth plan. Third, the timing gap is efficiently allocated time as the resource to achieve the
goals, and fourth, the mistake gap is clearly guided to not be afraid to make mistakes. In addition, Mr. Saad
added that law of awareness is the sensor to discover self-worth by understanding the sense of directions,
for instance, the requirements to notify the strength, weakness, interest and opportunity.
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International High School Art Competition 2019
at The University of Cambodia
By: Mr. Kay Chandara, Deputy Director of the Office of Administration
After the detailed evaluation process, five unique
masterpieces were selected, and the top prize was
presented to Mr. Chea Chung Long, a student from
the American Intercon School, under the theme, “New
World Order Thinking.” The top five winners were as
follows:

No
1
2
3
4
5

Name		
Gender
Phai Sokheang
M		
Meng Mey
F		
Khaeng Srey Neath F		
Sieng Chantha
F		
Phai Sokheang
F		

Score Rank
88.50 1
83.50 2
77.50 3
76.50 4
73.50 5

The 15th International High School Art Competition
Festival was announced to the general public throughout
the country on May 2nd, 2019 and the application
deadline was on June 9th, 2019. There were 87 high
school students who submitted their artwork for
evaluation. On June 11th, 2019, an exam was held to The first place winner was awarded the opportunity to
assess the candidates’ artistic abilities and congruence visit Japan for three days. All expenses incurred during
with the competition’s themes.
the three-day Japan trip including accommodation,
There was a committee formed to assess the artwork food, local means, and airfare were borne by the
and determine the winners. H.E. Samraing Kamsan, International Foundation for Arts and Culture (IFAC),
Member of the UC Board of Trustees, chaired the Japan.
committee, with Dr. Suy Sareth, Dean of the School
of Undergraduate Studies and Assistant President
in charge of Academic Affairs, acting as Vice Chair.
Other Members included Mr. An Sopheak, Dean of
the School of Creative Arts, Mr. Pay Chheng How,
Dean of the School of Foreign Languages and Assistant
President in charge of the Accreditation Committee of
Cambodia (ACC), and Mr. Bun Sophal, Associate
Dean of the College of Media and Communications.

The committee first determined the top 10 students,
and then whittled down the candidates to the top 5
and finally, they chose the winner from those students.
They evaluated the artwork using five equal criteria,
including content, workmanship techniques in the use
of color, creativity and style, aesthetics, and realities.
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Last but not least, on June 14th, 2019 at 3:00pm, The
University of Cambodia organized an official result
announcement ceremony of the International High
School Arts Competition for the national level, which
was chaired by H.E. Samraing Kamsan in the Cambodia
Hall, Level 10. H.E. Samraing Kamsan congratulated
Mr. Chea Chung Long who obtained a score of 88.5
from the committee and won this competition. He also
encouraged those who did not win the competition
to continue to practice and not give up. He suggested
doing one painting or drawing per month. After that,
H.E. Samraing Kamsan and other committees conferred
the certificates of appreciation to all the candidates and
took photos together.

UC in Action

StudentS Visit from John Givonetti Giving (JGG)
By Mr. Hor Kimheng, Deputy Director of OPACA

On May 2, 2019, The University
of Cambodia hosted 16 students
from Pursat province under the
organization named John Givonetti
Giving (JGG). The University of
Cambodia team provided a brief
session on the background of the
University and consulted with the
students about how to select the right

major as well as the importance of
pursuing higher education especially
for female students. After the brief
meeting and consultation, The
University of Cambodia team also
took the chance to tour the students
around the campus to see the fully
equipped facility of the University as
well.

The University of Cambodia
welcomes any student who wants to
discuss, consult and visit the campus.
This is to encourage students to
pursue higher education to prepare
themselves as well as to build a
strong foundation for their future in
the competitive market.

Basic Photography Workshop
By Leang Sopheakphalkun, College Assistant

On June 29, 2019, The College of Media and
Communication organized a workshop on Basic
Photography with two professional photographers
from Feeling Media.

holding the camera and clicking the button. You
need to know how to creatively compose shooting
plots and angles to capture the best memorable
moments, and that needs years of practice.

Soy Dararoth, the founder of Feeling Media, and his
colleague Chork Vichhai had come to share practical
experiences and many tips on photography and
camera usage to 40 media students and enthusiasts.
Learning how to take photos is not as easy as just

After two hours of sharing and learning, the
participants asked many questions about the topics
and enjoyed the refreshments and took a group photo
all together after the full half day training.
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G e r m a n D ay
By Mr. Kor Chhaihong, Head of the Department of English
On 14th June 2019, The School of Foreign Languages (SFL) at The University
of Cambodia (UC) held an event called German Day. It was mainly on German
Linguistics and German scholarships for studying MA and PhD programs in
Germany. It was presented by the DAAD management team and Mr.
Chanchamroeun Saing, Ambassador of DAAD/German Academic Exchange
Service, Phnom Penh, Cambodia, at the Germany room on the 6th floor. There
were 60 participants who were staff, instructors and students at The University
of Cambodia and outsiders.
To start German Day, the DAAD management team and Mr. Chanchamroeun
Saing warmly welcomed, greeted and introduced themselves to the
participants, and he explained that, in German, DAAD stood for Deutscher
Akademisher Austauschidienst, and in English it meant German Academic Exchange Service. He also said that
Germany was the land of ideas in Europe with the total population of over 82 million.
During his presentation, he firstly said that Germany consisted of 106 universities, 44 technical universities, 216
universities of applied sciences, 52 colleges of music, arts and film, and 119 private colleges and academies. Over
1900 international degree programs were offered in Bachelor’s, Master’s and structured Doctoral programmes in
Germany. He encouraged students to search for German scholarships for a high quality education.

He, moreover, talked about German linguistics. He said it was important for non-German students wishing for
the German scholarships because they needed to have very good knowledge of German. In his presentation, he
added that students who could use English would find German easy to study since they had some similarities.
Some universities in Germany use German as a medium of instruction while some use English.
Before the close of German Day, the floor was given to the participants to continue to Q&A session. Several
audience members asked about the techniques to win the German scholarships to study MA and PhD programs
in Germany. Mr. Chanchamroeun Saing suggested to visit scholarship websites and try to learn about the
requirements and eligibility of the scholarships.
Last but not least, the German Day came to an end at about 11: 00 AM. The presenters thanked the participants
for their special participation and attention, and they wished the students to win a German scholarship. Then, they
had a photo opportunity under a very friendly atmosphere.
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Students Present at the UC Undergraduate
Research Poster Presentation
By Mr. Travis Mitchell, Director of the Council for Research and Creativity

On 19 June 2019, forty-three UC undergraduate students divided into 13 groups displayed posters of their
original research on the ground floor of the UC building as part of the UC Undergraduate Research Poster
Presentation. As part of Mr. Travis Mitchell’s RES301 Research Methodology course, the students spent
three months conducting research on a topic of their choice. They could either distribute 100 questionnaires
or hold ten in-depth semi-structured interviews, and then write up a 4,000 word report on their findings and
how their results relate to other research conducted in the field. Afterwards, each group created a poster that
served as an abstract for their research project—there were no rules in the design process, just that the
poster had to be comprehensive and creative.

Then, during the Poster Presentation, each group of approximately three students stood by and talked to
passing students, teachers, and UC staff members about their research questions, methodology, and results.
In particular, the groups focused talking to the Foundation Year students and the English language learners,
as it was their first exposure to research. The younger students were able to then quiz the groups on why
they made certain choices and asked for clarification of the results. These questions would therefore force
the researchers to answer succinctly and think more critically about the research process.
The UC Undergraduate Research Poster Presentation also enhanced students’ public speaking skills, as
every single person had to confidently talk about their work. It also exposed students to the research being
conducted by UC students, thus helping to build a culture of research throughout the university.
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Special Program: Tree Planting, Philippine Corner
By: Dr. Chhun Vannak, Director of ASEAN Study Center

diplomatic relation between the university and the
embassy as well as the people of both countries,
symbolized by the gradually growing tree on UC’s
green campus.

Following the UC Green Campus’s activity, His
Excellency Ambassador Christopher B. Montero
officially inaugurated the ‘Philippine Corner’ at the UC
Library. His Excellency Ambassador highly appreciated
the ASEAN Study Center and The University of
Cambodia for the invitation, and he was very pleased
Special Program: Tree Planting, Philippine Corner to pay the third visit to the UC, and to see the Philippine
Inaugration, and the Distinguished Ambassador Award Corner at the UC, which was filled with books from
On May 6, 2019, The University of Cambodia (UC), Filipino authors.
represented by the ASEAN Study Center (ASC), in
coordination with the Embassy of the Republic of the At the UC conferring ceremony of the First
Philippines in the Kingdom of Cambodia, organized Distinguished Ambassador Award, Dr. Chhun Vannak,
and hosted a special program, i.e. a Rumduol Tree the ASC Director, warmly welcomed His Excellency
Planting, Philippine Corner Inauguration at the UC Ambassador Christopher B. Montero again as a
Library on the 11th Floor, and The Distinguished warmest courtesy and farewell to him approaching the
Ambassador Award on the 10th Floor of the UC end of his mission in Cambodia.
Building. Over 90 students, faculty members and
management team of the UC, partook in the Special H.E. Ambassador Christopher B. Montero was
conferred with the UC’s First DistinguishedAmbassador
Program.
Award for his significant accomplishments with the
H.E. Christopher B. Montero, Ambassador university. These include being the Ambassador to
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the Republic of have inaugurated the First Installed Philippine Room at
the Philippines to the Kingdom of Cambodia, and Dr. the time of the Philippines as ASEAN Chair 2017,
Suy Sareth, Dean of School of the Undergraduate delivery of the ASEAN Ambassador Lecture Series
Studies and Assistant President of the UC representing addressing the milestones of ASEAN for the 50 Year
H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, Founder, Chairman of the Founding Anniversary and thematic priorities of the
Board of Trustees and President of the University of Philippines as ASEAN Chairsmanship, the celebration
Cambodia, along with Dr. Chhun Vannak, Director of of the 50 Year ASEAN anniversary, and donation of
the ASEAN Study Center and the UC executives, co- books and journals to the ASC and UC’s Library.
planted a traditional Khmer Rumduol tree in front of Excellency Ambassador has been well recognized for
UC’s Building. On the occasion of the tree planting for his great care, cultivation and nurturing of a great
the Philippines, His Excellency Ambassador expressed relationship between Cambodia and the Philippines in
his great enthusiasm and gratitude to the UC and the all the relevant development domains.
ASC for the tree planting ceremony as an everlasting
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InaugUration, and the Distinguished Ambassador Award
Upon receiving the UC’s First Distinguished
Ambassador Award, His Excellency Christopher B.
Montero expressed his gratitude to UC and the ASC
for having conferred this Distinguished Ambassador
Award. This represents the evergreen lasting memory
of education, academics and the university staying
with him although finishing his mission in Phnom
Penh.
His Excellency Ambassador Christopher B. Montero
addressed the participants by sharing his unique
experience as an Ambassador, such as people-topeople and diplomat-to-diplomat contact on a daily
basis, affection for people mobility and connectivity,

loving a Cambodian lifestyle and culture, attention
to the Filipino needs, interaction and dialogue and
mingling with the local people at ease and with
pleasure.
The conferment of the Distinguished Ambassador
Award ended with great enthusiasm and excitement
of students and goodwill for further cooperation on
the exchanges of education and research between
both countries. Dr. Chhun Vannak, on behalf of The
University of Cambodia and ASEAN Study Center,
offered a token of appreciation and delegates, and
the gifts were exchanged between the distinguished
guests and UC’s management team.

Book Drive for the 				
ASEAN Study Center
The ASEAN Study Center (ASC) would like to announce a book drive to create UC’s very own ASEAN
Library. Donated books related to ASEAN Nations’ domestic and international affairs will make a lasting
impact on the UC community. It makes a huge difference to have such books at our center in order for
students to learn from the many admirable ASEAN leaders that have helped transform our dynamic ASEAN
Community. As we count down to the ASEAN Economic Community, the ASEAN Study Center (ASC) will
do all we can to help raise awareness and understanding of our diverse community.
If individuals or institutions would like to donate resources to help build ASC’s capacity to promote ASEAN
awareness, please take a few minutes to come visit our center. Dr. Chhun Vannak, our Director, is always
available to set up a visit for you, or to answer any questions you may have. Please don’t hesitate to call him
at 070-538-510, or email him at director_asc@uc.edu.kh.
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Special Program: The Conferment of the Honorary
By Dr. Chhun Vannak, Director of the ASEAN Study Center
H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, Founder, Chairman of
the Board of Trustees and President of The University
of Cambodia, provided his warmest greetings and
great heartfelt welcome to H.E. Foreign Affairs
Minister Dr. Dionisio da Costa Babo Soares, H.E.
Ambassador Felicidade de Sousa Guterres and
distinguished delegates of the Democratic Republic
of Timor-Leste. In his keynote address to the
audience, H.E. Dr. Kao highlighted Cambodia’s
strong support for Timor-Leste’s candidacy for an
ASEAN Membership, and remarked that he was
On 5th June 2019, The University of Cambodia honored to further strengthen relations.
(UC) in close partnership with the Embassy of The
Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste in the Kingdom Dr. Chhun Vannak, Director of the ASEAN Study
of Cambodia, co-organized a special three-part Center, then read the citation of Excellency Minister
program, including the conferment of an honorary Babo Soares, which focused on his background in
doctoral degree, the ASEAN Minister Partner the areas of diplomatic relations with foreign
Lecture Series addressing “Cambodia-Timor-Leste countries, the United Nations, Cambodia and
Relations in the Context of a Resilient ASEAN ASEAN countries. It also covered his work on
Community,” and the conferment of the Distinguished development, trade, reconciliation, negotiations,
Ambassador Award at the SEATV Auditorium. The bilateral and multilateral cooperation, contributions
program was attended by the delegation of the to the consolidation of the g7+ organization
Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste, foreign and pioneered by Timor-Leste and the implementation
national distinguished guests, UC’s Executives, of Agenda 2030 for Sustainable Development.
management team, professors and students which
totaled over 350 participants.
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Doctoral Degree on H.E. Dr. Dionisio da Costa Babo Soares
H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Horn then enthusiastically con- At the conclusion of the Special Program, H.E. Dr.
ferred H.E. Dr. Dioniso da Costa Babo Soares with Kao Kim Hourn presented UC’s Second Distinthe UC’s Honorary Doctoral Degree in International guished Ambassador Award to Her Excellency FeliRelations. H.E. Minister Dr. Dioniso da Costa Babo cidade de Sousa Guterres, Ambassador ExtraordiSoares expressed his gratitude to H.E. Dr. Kao Kim nary and Plenipotentiary of the Democratic Republic
Hourn and The University of Cambodia. He then of Timor-Leste to the Kingdom of Cambodia, for
addressed the audience and spoke in detail about her contributions to the University for inaugurating
Timor L’este in terms of growth, partnerships, and the Timor-Leste Room, delivering the Ambassavision for the future. His Excellency Minister also dor’s Lecture, and conducting a tree planting, which
cited the three vital lessons of the Executive Secre- have forged productive relations and cooperation
tary of the g7+ countries as the inter-linkage and between Timor L’este and Cambodia. Her Excelsynergy strategies for inclusive resilient develop- lency Ambassador stated that she highly appreciated
ment, namely strong leadership, a forward-looking The University of Cambodia for the conferment of
vision, and goodwill and courage for change.

the Honorary Doctoral Degree on H.E. Minister Dr.
Babo Soares and for presenting her with the Distin-

He also stated that Timor-Leste has undergone ex- guished Ambassador Award.
tensive efforts to join ASEAN and is fully
committed to constructively contribute to building
an inclusive resilient green growth ASEAN community. He explained, ‘Timor-Leste is able to forge
partnerships, build bridges and seek common ground
with ASEAN…And we must do more to enhance
preventive diplomacy, mechanisms and inter-ministerial initiatives to undertake research on natural resources and innovative prevention processes and
mediation.’
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It is my privilege to welcome you to our new school, the School of Foreign Languages (SFL) at The
University of Cambodia (UC)! Established in early 2018 and recognized by the Ministry of Education,
Youth and Sport (MoEYS), the School of Foreign Languages trains students in a wide range of languages
in both non-degree and academic programs. The School consists of six language programs and offers
courses in Chinese, English, French, Japanese, Korean and Thai with a special focus on the study of the
language, communication, literature and culture. Students specializing in these areas will be fluent in a
chosen language, exposed to cultures that are diverse from their own and will have learned to negotiate
these cultural differences through the study and applied research of language and literature. In addition to
the above languages, other languages will be added accordingly to meet the market’s needs.
The School of Foreign Languages provides many interesting and up-to-date courses, mainly in English, to
students and equips them with an in-depth knowledge and soft skills for life-long learning. The disciplines
in the School play an important role in the global need for communication between people in the 21st
century, not only in Southeast Asia but also with the rest of the world. Therefore, we believe that our wellstructured curricula and qualified faculty members will enable our graduates to successfully be recruited to
high-paid jobs and serve the society at their best.
In addition, graduates from the School of Foreign Languages will have expanded personal horizons: they
have access to the literature of other cultures as a means for personal enrichment. This promotes life-long
learning through encouraging critical thinking and a broadening of the individual’s perspectives through
the exposure to other cultures.
We are very pleased to invite students, parents and guests to visit our Facebook page, website
or campus or contact us at (855) 23 993 274, 23 993 276, 060 3333 46 or 093 777 991 to
obtain more information about our study programs, and we really appreciate your tireless
support.

We wish you good health and success!
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The University of Cambodia (UC) would like to announce that it is embarking on an
ambitious five-year fundraising campaign to secure $300 million so that we can provide
even more opportunities to young Cambodian scholars across the country and ensure
that every young person, despite his or her financial background, has access to quality
education and a brighter future.
This campaign, which will run from 1 July 2018 to 30 June 2023, coincides with our
15th anniversary and is designed to support UC’s academic mission, vision and roadmap
by emphasizing the following key areas: prioritizing students in pursuing their academic
and professional goals; focusing on research, innovation and creativity; raising the
standards of teaching and academic quality; and building modern learning and research
environments.
The University of Cambodia has identified eleven key areas
where funding is most needed in order to ensure that the University
continues to deliver quality education and academic excellence for Cambodian youth:

Donors may contribute any type of capital or funds. Donations may also be in-kind, including computers,
books, supplies, or other resources, or donors may provide their time or skills. Donors are also encouraged
to make yearly pledges in order to maximize their impact.
For more information about donating to the UC Funding Campaign 2018-2023, please
contact Ms. Chan Sreyroth at the Office of The University of Cambodia Foundation.
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Media Students Celebrate Sangkrantra and Promote Their Major
By Leang Sopheakphalkun, Assistant of CMC
On April 6, 2019 a group of 15 students from the
College of Media and Communications (CMC) of
The University of Cambodia visited Sok An Tram
Khna High School in Takeo Province to promote
the major to students during Sangkrantra Khmer
New Year celebration.
Participants in the event were students who were
very interested in this major and many other degree
programs, saying that they have known some senior
students who are learning at The University of
Cambodia and they will do the same when they
finish grade 12.
Every year students from CMC have always joined
the celebration not only to promote the major
program of the college but also to help with some
tasks as being the presenters, singers and other
performers.
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CMC was established to meet Cambodia’s need for
qualified human resources in media and
communications. The college offers four BA
programs: BA in Media Arts & Studies, BA in Visual
Communication, BA in Communication Studies
and BA in Journalism.

UC in the Community and Abroad

Media Lecture Series on Corporate Social Responsibility
By: Mr. Bun Sophal, Associate Dean of CMC
A lecture series on an “Exploratory Study of
Young Cambodian Consumers’ Cultural Values
and Perception of Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR)” was organized by the College of Media
and Communications (CMC) on April 23, 2019
with 45 media participants.

Her results showed that the majority of Cambodian
young consumers were not aware of CSR;
however, they showed a positive perception and
high support of CSR. Cambodian consumers
placed a great importance on legal and
philanthropic dimensions. Moreover, the result
suggests that cultural values of Cambodian
The session was lectured by Lida MENG, a consumers could affect their perceptions and
graduate from Sogang University, South Korea. support of CSR.
She started the session with key warm up questions
on the general understanding about what Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR) is before her brief
explanation.
According to her talk, CSR is gaining popularity
among researchers and other stakeholders in
developed countries, such as America and Europe.
However, Cambodian students still have a limited
understanding about this.

Lida MENG expressed her pleasure to present her
findings at The University of Cambodia and
thanked all the participants who are current media
students at the college for this. The event provided
them more understanding and importance for
those who are intending to use CSR and promoting
in Cambodia and the region.

Introducing...

			

Partners of UC

The University of Cambodia understands the importance of cultivating meaningful relationships locally
and internationally, and thus is excited to announce the implementation of a new program called, Partners
of UC. This program aims to expand the UC family to include organizations and institutions throughout
Cambodia and abroad, who support the mission, spirit and purpose of UC. Collaboration between Partners
and UC will be mutually beneficial, and will create a large network of innovative individuals that can be used
to support personal, institutional, and national development.
Partners of UC will be invited to speak to students, faculty and staff regarding their individual
specialties, display products on campus and at UC events, and offer internships or employment to our talented
students. In addition, Partners are encouraged to work alongside UC management to develop and enhance
university curriculum and human resource development.
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Report on Participating in the Workshop on
“Community Development & Saemaul Undong, South Korea”
By Mr. Cheng Vichet, Assistant to VPA

On April 23, 2019: Mr. Cheng Vichet, Assistant
to VPA, attended a workshop on “Community
Development & Saemaul Undong, South Korea”
co-organized by Global Saemaul Development
Network and MoEYS. It was presided over by
H.E. Sok Sabayna, Under-Secretary of State
Ministry of Education, Youth at the Department
of Higher Education (DHE) of MoEYS.

After that, he said that Cambodia conducted a
study called “100 Model Villages”, which received
strong support from Samdech Techo Hun Sen.
The main purpose of the study is to understand
the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
challenges of the selected villages in order to be
able to make appropriate policies to transform
Cambodia into an industrial country by 2025,
based on what we learned from actual experiences
of South Korea’s Saemaul Undong. He also
mentioned that The Royal Government of
Cambodia had connected and shared a similar
viewpoint with its Korean counterpart by regarding
the human resource as a main factor of transforming
Cambodia’s economy into the industrial country.

After that, Dr. Choi Oe-chool, Director of the
Global Saemaul Development Network, professor
of Yeungnam University, South Korea discussed
the previously poor background of Korea from
1950, and talked further about Saemaul Undong
or Saemaul Movement. He also appreciated the
Royal Kingdom of Cambodia for helping Korea
in the past. He then discussed the success factors
of Saemaul Development, including the political
philosophy of the national leader; consistent
policies; consensus among people and active
participation; Saemaul education; training
Saemaul leaders, both men and women; dedicated
service and initiative of Saemaul leaders;
Then he said that Saemaul Undong encouraged presenting and sharing practices; principles of
self-help and collaboration among the people selection and concentration; and pan-government
during its first phase and the movement crucially aid.
improved the infrastructure in the rural areas of
South Korea, creating modern facilities such as Finally, Dr. Choi Oe-chool encouraged and
irrigation systems, bridges and roads in the welcomed all HEIs, both private and public, to
communities. Encouraged by the success in the join or cooperate with his Global Saemaul
areas, the movement became widespread through Development Network, especially in the field of
factories and urban areas, and became a nationwide research in terms of community development and
modernisation movement. He also raised the area environment. And he asked for voluntary students,
of education that Saemaul Undong, especially the faculty members and institutions to join his
human resource development, a crucial factor to NGO’s research, located in Kampong Cham
elevate South Korean economy into a developed Province.
one.
In his opening speech, H.E. Sok Sabayna
appreciated the fact that South Korea today is one
of the most developed countries in the world, and
also a part of ASEAN Plus Three Cooperation
Framework, and he said that the Saemaul Undong,
generally called New Community Movement,
New Village Movement or Saemaul Movement,
was first initiated by former South Korean
president Park Chung-Hee in the 1970s with the
aim to transform the South Korean economy from
an agriculture-based economy into an industrybased one.
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The Fifth SHARE Workshop on Managing Internationalization
and the SHARE Scholarship Program
By: Dr. Suy Sareth, Dean of The School of Undergraduate Studies
From 2nd to 3rd May 2019, Dr. Suy Sareth, Dean of The School of Undergraduate Studies and Mrs. Chan
Sreyroth, Director of the Office of Accounting and Finance from The University of Cambodia, attended the
fifth SHARE Workshop on Managing Internationalization and the SHARE Scholarship Program which was
held at the ASEAN Secretariat, Jakarta, Indonesia.
The workshop was hosted by Nuffic with the support of the SHARE Consortium and ASEAN Secretariat.
The main objectives of the two-day workshop were to support the participating universities of SHARE
Scholarship Program in their process of internationalization and to focus on appropriate financial preparation,
implementation and monitoring of the scholarship scheme. The event was attended by representatives from
32 ASEAN universities which were part of SHARE Scholarship Program university’s partners.
The first day of the event stressed the key achievements and 2019 work plan of SHARE, SHARE financial
rules and regulations in theory and practice, and how to prepare your financial management for the next
batch of scholarships. The topics for the second day of the workshop were about improving financial
management, control and audit of SHARE Scholarship and how to prepare your financial reporting for batch
5. All participants were actively involved in the theme of the workshop: Managing Internationalization and
the SHARE scholarship program.
The workshop was successfully and smoothly conducted, and participants exchanged the best practices
from the workshop. Moreover, this event was a great opportunity to meet and share experiences, soft-skills
and expertise on Managing Internationalization and the SHARE Scholarship Program, which will be ended
to October 2019.

Introducing...

			

Partners of UC

The University of Cambodia understands the importance of cultivating meaningful relationships locally
and internationally, and thus is excited to announce the implementation of a new program called, Partners
of UC. This program aims to expand the UC family to include organizations and institutions throughout
Cambodia and abroad, who support the mission, spirit and purpose of UC. Collaboration between Partners
and UC will be mutually beneficial, and will create a large network of innovative individuals that can be used
to support personal, institutional, and national development.
Partners of UC will be invited to speak to students, faculty and staff regarding their individual
specialties, display products on campus and at UC events, and offer internships or employment to our talented
students. In addition, Partners are encouraged to work alongside UC management to develop and enhance
university curriculum and human resource development.
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World Bank – Cambodia Launch of “May 2019 Cambodian Economic Update”
By: Mr. Seng Sienghour, The TFSB Lecturer

On May 6, 2019 at Raffles Hotel Le Royale, The World Bank – Cambodia held the May 2019 Cambodian
Economic Update, which discussed all sectors of the country’s economy.
The workshop was very good for me as an academician to understand and gain more knowledge about the
current situation of the Cambodian economy, especially factors that contribute to Cambodian economic growth
and other risks that could obstruct economic development. The updated information obtained from this workshop
was very useful and will be used to share with students.
There were very reliable speakers from World Bank Group, such as Mr. Ly Sodeth, Senior Economist, and
Ms. Anne Marie Provo, Nutrition Specialist. Mr. Ly Sodeth presented the key findings on “Recent Economic
Developments and Outlook”, whereas Ms. Anne Marie Provo presented the selected issue on “Investing in
Cambodia’s Future: Early Childhood Health and Nutrition.”
After the presentations, a short forum was held with the commentators and discussants as follows:
1. Mr. Lyndon Paul, Managing Director, Danish Care Foods
2. Deepak K. Mishra, Practice Manager, World Bank Group
3. Ms. Hnin Hnin Pyne, Program Leader, Human Development, World Bank Group
4. Ms. Anne Marie Provo, Nutrition Specialist, World Bank Group
It was an interesting forum followed by Questions and Answers. The event was attended by representatives from
several Ministries, academics, embassies, members of the private sector, NGOs and others.

Introducing The Tony Fernandes School of Business . . .
The Tony Fernandes School of Business (formerly known as the College of
Management) has consistently been one of the largest schools at The University
of Cambodia. With more than ten years of proven success in preparing its
students for the labor market, The TFSB emphasizes five key elements for its
students: #Entrepreneurship #Leadership #Technology
#Creativity and #Innovation. Come see why national and
international employers consistently seek out The TFSB
graduates!

Scan to connect to our facebook page here 
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UC Attends a Seminar on “Inter Library Loan and Union Catalog”
By: Mrs. Seng Kanha, Deputy Head of the Handa Library
On May 10, 2019, Mrs. Seng Kanha, Deputy Head of
the Handa Library, and Ms. Koy Nary, Assistant to the
Handa Library, attended a seminar on “Inter Library
Loan and Union Catalog” at the Royal University of
Law and Economics (E-Library). This seminar was
joined by Dr. Nghan Sundeth, Mrs. Khlot Vibolla,
Mr. Kim Chantrabot, Head of RULE’s library, and it
involved more than 35 libraries from various libraries
and related institutions across Cambodia.
The purpose of this seminar was to publicize and
discuss the common features and importance of the
Inter Library Loan and Union Catalog among the
libraries in Phnom Penh. They mentioned that this
system is great because we can mutually exchange
books and other materials. It’s easy to make catalogs,
find a book’s data and maintain a library, as long as we
work in a group. It’s the way to connect the library’s
data to the world.
Every one of the participants took notes and they fully
participated in order to understand the process of using
the new system for their library.

Introducing...

			

Partners of UC

The University of Cambodia understands the importance of cultivating meaningful relationships locally
and internationally, and thus is excited to announce the implementation of a new program called, Partners
of UC. This program aims to expand the UC family to include organizations and institutions throughout
Cambodia and abroad, who support the mission, spirit and purpose of UC. Collaboration between Partners
and UC will be mutually beneficial, and will create a large network of innovative individuals that can be used
to support personal, institutional, and national development.
Partners of UC will be invited to speak to students, faculty and staff regarding their individual
specialties, display products on campus and at UC events, and offer internships or employment to our talented
students. In addition, Partners are encouraged to work alongside UC management to develop and enhance
university curriculum and human resource development.
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“2019 AUAP-IAUP 2nd Joint Conference Program”
By: Dr. Suy Sareth, Dean of The School of Undergraduate Studies
From 23rd to 25th May, 2019, Dr. Suy Sareth, Dean of
The School of Undergraduate Studies at The University
of Cambodia, attended the 2019 AUAP-IAUP 2nd
Joint Conference Program which took place in Sias
University, Zhengzhou, Henan, China. The workshop
was attended by representatives from 70 AUAP
universities, representatives from the Association of
Universities of Asia and the Pacific, representatives
from the International Association of University
Presidents, representatives from the International
Association of Universities, and the World Federation
of the United Nations Associations.
The event was organized by The Association of
Universities of Asia and the Pacific (AUAP) in
collaboration with the International Association of
University Presidents IAUP and Sias University
of China in Zhengzhou University. The aim of the
conference was to exchange and share the best practices
of higher education institutions in conceptualizing
future higher education models in the era of artificial
intelligence, to study the opportunities and challenges
associated with it and to explore ways how we can work
together to secure and strengthen plans for producing a

workforce relevant for future needs.
The workshop was conducted for three days. On the first
day of the workshop, a welcome address was delivered
by AUAP and IAUP Chairmen, followed by a cultural
performance by Sias University. The second day of the
workshop focused on digital learning and teaching in
the industrial 4.0 and the role of technology. In addition,
a panel discussion chaired by the Sias University
President on “Future higher education models and
artificial intelligence: Opportunities and challenges”
was conducted. A float parade, cultural exchange and
trip to Shaolin Temple were the programs on the last
day of the workshop.
The above-mentioned event was successfully and
smoothly conducted, and participants exchanged the
best practices from the 2019 AUAP-IAUP 2nd Joint
International Conference. Moreover, this event was an
opportunity to meet and share experiences, soft-skills
and expertise on “Future Higher Education Models and
Artificial Intelligence: Opportunities and Challenges”
with the latest trends in digital technologies in
Zhengzhou.

Book Drive for the 				
ASEAN Study Center
The ASEAN Study Center (ASC) would like to announce a book drive to create UC’s very own ASEAN
Library. Donated books related to ASEAN Nations’ domestic and international affairs will make a lasting
impact on the UC community. It makes a huge difference to have such books at our center in order for
students to learn from the many admirable ASEAN leaders that have helped transform our dynamic ASEAN
Community. As we count down to the ASEAN Economic Community, the ASEAN Study Center (ASC) will
do all we can to help raise awareness and understanding of our diverse community.
If individuals or institutions would like to donate resources to help build ASC’s capacity to promote ASEAN
awareness, please take a few minutes to come visit our center. Dr. Chhun Vannak, our Director, is always
available to set up a visit for you, or to answer any questions you may have. Please don’t hesitate to call him
at 070-538-510, or email him at director_asc@uc.edu.kh.
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Tertiary Teaching Solutions for Cambodia STEM Tertiary Education
By Mr. Teav Chhun Nan, Associate Dean of the College Science and Technology

On 24 May 2019, Mr. Teav Chhun Nan, Associate
Dean of the College Science and Technology, and
Dr. Nhor Sanhei, Dean of the College of Education,
represented The University of Cambodia to
participate in a forum “Tertiary Teaching Solutions
for Cambodia STEM Tertiary Education” which
was presided by over by H.E Mok Ngov, General
Director of Higher Education Department.

The workshop discussed changes happening
because of the 4th Industrial Revolution, and noted
eight things every school must do to prepare for it:
redefine the purpose of education; improve STEM
education; develop human potential; adapt to
lifelong learning models; alter educator training;
make schools makerspaces; international
mindfulness; and change higher education. The
workshop offered different perspectives on how to
prepare for these challenges and how to adapt to
this new century in teaching.

Introducing...

			

Partners of UC

The University of Cambodia understands the importance of cultivating meaningful relationships locally
and internationally, and thus is excited to announce the implementation of a new program called, Partners
of UC. This program aims to expand the UC family to include organizations and institutions throughout
Cambodia and abroad, who support the mission, spirit and purpose of UC. Collaboration between Partners
and UC will be mutually beneficial, and will create a large network of innovative individuals that can be used
to support personal, institutional, and national development.
Partners of UC will be invited to speak to students, faculty and staff regarding their individual
specialties, display products on campus and at UC events, and offer internships or employment to our talented
students. In addition, Partners are encouraged to work alongside UC management to develop and enhance
university curriculum and human resource development.
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University Lecturer Training-Cambodia’s Genocide Conference
By Mr. So Channtha, a lecturer of Cambodian history at The University of Cambodia

On 1-3 April 2019, Mr. So Channtha, a lecturer of Cambodian history at The University of Cambodia,
attended the seminar “University Lecturer Training-Cambodia’s Genocide Conference” organized by the
Documentation Centre of Cambodia (DC-Cam) at its center, National Institute of Education (NIE). There
were around fifty participants who came from different higher education institutions in Cambodia.
The objective of the seminar was to help promote university lecturers on the methodology to teach the
genocidal history in Cambodia, particularly Democratic Kampuchea (DK), the worst regime in Cambodian
history. Moreover, the seminar also raised about the role of the Extraordinary Chamber in the Court of
Cambodia (ECCC) to end the suffering of people in the killing fields and foster national reconciliation.
The seminar inspired university lecturers to use different techniques to explain students to understand well
about the genocide during Pol Pot regime and to strengthen next-generation solidarity to maintain peace
for Cambodia.

Consultative Workshop on Guidelines and Rubrics for National Standards for
Accreditation of Higher Education Institutions
Mr. PAY Chheng How, Assistant President and Dean of the School of Foreign Languages

The Accreditation Committee of Cambodia (ACC) under the umbrella of the Ministry of Education,
Youth and Sport organized a ‘Consultative Workshop on Guidelines and Rubrics for National Standards
for Accreditation of Higher Education Institutions’ in Siem Reap from 20-23 June 2019 and The University
of Cambodia assigned Mr. PAY Chheng How, Assistant President and Dean of the School of Foreign
Languages, to attend the workshop. There were 87 participants who came from different universities and
institutes across the country.
The goals of the workshop focused mainly on getting inputs and feedback from participants or university
representatives to review existing guidelines in order to clarify each indicator of each standard and
creating rubrics for guidelines to evaluate the nine standards with scoring scale when doing assessment
at higher institutions. To achieve the goals, after consecutive presentations of the guidelines and nine
minimum standards by ACC officials, the participants were divided into 3 groups to provide inputs and
review guidelines and rubrics for 3 standards respectively. Mr. PAY Chheng How actively participated
and worked with the group members and he always provided his critical ideas and feedback to make the
discussion more interactive and productive with fruitful results.
At the closing session, His Excellency TOUCH Visalsok, Secretary of State of the Ministry of Education,
Youth and Sport and Director-General of the Accreditation Committee of Cambodia stressed that it was
such great opportunity to have many participants from different higher intuitions and he profoundly
appreciated all representatives of universities who shared and provided good experiences and useful
inputs. These would contribute to trim and clean the rubrics of the standards to be more workable and
applicable, and the workshop could surely give benefits to both MoEYS (ACC) and higher education
institutions.
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“The Commitment Day of National Election Observation 2019”
By Mr. Cheng Vichet, Assistant to VPA

On May 23, 2019, Mr. Cheng Vichet, Assistant to
VPA, and a team were assigned to attend the meeting
on “The Commitment Day of National Election
Observation Election of Municipal, Provincial, and
District Councils in the 3rd Mandate of 2019,”
presided over by H.E. Heng Vanda, President of
Cambodia Higher Education Association (CHEA).

First, H.E. Heng Vanda briefed the meeting on the
goals and objectives of the meeting on the
observation of the election of municipal, provincial,
and district councils in the 3rd Mandate of 2019 which would take place on May 26, 2019. Then he
read the general rules, roles and responsibilities of election observers, which are based on the National
Election Committee’s code of conduct.
He subsequently told about members of election observation which cover 25 municipal and provinces
countrywide. He asked all members to report and look at the current situation including the list of election,
electoral votes and stations on the Election Day and drop pictures of activities in the group’s Telegram.
Moreover, he asked all members to do an individual report for their leader or representative and then each
leader would compile reports and submit them to the Cambodia Higher Education Association (CHEA)
and then CHEA would create a press release on the results of election observation at the end of the
election.
After that, all representatives of Higher Education Institutions under the umbrella of the Cambodian
Higher Education Association (CHEA) stood and held their university’s banner, accompanied with their
members, and introduced the university which they came from and read and agreed with their voluntary
job as election observation.
In addition, UC’s team was also invited to come to the stage, including Mr. Cheng Vichet, Dr. Nhor
Sanhei, Mr. Chan Klem, Mr. Prak Sopheara, Mr. Pheng Sopheak, Mr. Bun Sophal, Mr. Pang Sina, and Ms.
Kong Sokheang. UC’s team planned to cover eight districts of Kampong Speu Province. UC’s team had a
clear work division and responsibility to perform well for the sake of peace and fairness in Cambodian
society.
In the meeting, they were mostly noted and spoke the common statements as follow:
1.They would commit to doing their job with freedom, fairness and transparency
2.They promised to try their best at this job.
3.They would help build and improve the
democracy in Cambodia.
4.They would strictly follow the code of conduct
of the Cambodian Higher Education Association
(CHEA) as well as the National Election
Committee (NEC).
5.They would be successful.
Finally, H.E. Heng Vanda said that he strongly believed
all election observers would do their best for this job and
produce good results on the election observation.
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Thakral Group Donates 600 Law Books to The University of Cambodia
By : Mr. Ban Bunheng, Director for the Office of Administration
On June 18, 2019 Mr. Ban Bunheng, Director for the Office of Administration and the representative of
The University of Cambodia (UC), received 600 law books from the Thakral Group, which was supported
by Loh Eben Ong LLP.

The Thakral Group is an excellent friend to The University of Cambodia (UC), and this is not the first time
that Thakral Group has supported UC in terms of funding support and in-kind donations. The Group has
provided many scholarships that have given poor students the ability to study for their degree and thus have
access to countless opportunities.

This recent donation is a part of UC’s ambitious five-year fundraising campaign to secure $300 million so
that we can provide even more opportunities to young Cambodian scholars across the country and ensure
that every young person, despite his or her financial background, has access to quality education and a
brighter future.
Last but not least, this in-kind donation assists Cambodian students and the UC community to do research
and explore their education, especially in the law sector, thus improving Cambodian human resource
development.

The

UC Bulletin

If you wish to provide articles, comments, complaints, or suggestions for the improvement of the UC Bulletin, or
you would like to apply for a student internship, please contact Mr. Travis Mitchell, at director_crc@uc.edu.kh
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FOUNDATION
Request for Scholarship Funding

T

he University of Cambodia (UC) is requesting
funding to support its UC Scholarship Program.
A large majority of potential Cambodian
university students are unable to afford the tuition
fees to attend a local university, so the Scholarship
Program is critical to alleviate this major obstacle to
self-advancement. At the same time, funding for the
Scholarship Program helps the university to cover its
operating expenses and maintain its high academic
standards.
Although much development progress has been
made in the past two decades, the consequences
of Cambodia’s recent history continue to limit
the formation and development of skills among
Cambodian youth, particularly those most affected by
exclusionary factors such as poverty, gender, ethnicity,
and geographic remoteness. The UC Scholarship
Program is a targeted effort to support the educational
development of high-achieving Cambodian students
across the country, so they can develop the necessary
skills and competency to become knowledgeable
employees and engaged citizens.
At this time, a large majority of Cambodian students
need financial assistance to pursue and complete their
higher degree programs and have other enriching
educational opportunities. Roughly 80 percent of
the 3,000+ students enrolled at UC are on full or
partial scholarships, made possible by generous
donors. The university anticipates that this figure
will remain high for several years until a majority of
Cambodian families are financially secure enough
to make this investment on their own. Additionally,
there are currently no government agencies or private
institutions that offer student loans to Cambodian
students to help them pay for university tuition, living
expenses, or learning enrichment opportunities that
include research, internships, and teaching.

The university is seeking financial and in-kind
donations to create more scholarships for students
in need. Scholarships are awarded to students who
score highest on a competitive exam targeted towards
impoverished students, students from rural areas,
ethnic minority students, and female students.
Funding in the Scholarship Program will substantially
help UC raise the standards for research, critical
thinking, innovation, and problem solving—the
ultimate goal is for UC students to be marketable not
only in Cambodia, but also regionally and globally. By
providing access to high-quality learning opportunities
for students, as well as emphasizing fluency in the
English language for students in the International
Track, UC trains and prepares its students to make
strong, positive contributions to Cambodian society
through social and economic development.
If you would like to contribute to the UC Scholarship
Program and give students across the country the
opportunity to live their dreams and change lives,
please contact UC Foundation representatives to help
give the gift that matters most, a higher education.
Ms. Chan Sreyroth
Director of Accounting & Finance
The University of Cambodia
director_finance@uc.edu.kh
The University of Cambodia FOUNDATION
Northbridge Road P.O. Box 917 Sangkat Toek Thla
Khan San Sok
Phnom Penh, Kingdom of Cambodia Tel: (855-23)
993-274 Fax: (855-23) 993-284
www.universityofcambodiafoundation.org
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Supporters
Thank you to all individuals and institutions who have lent their support to the University of Cambodia. We hope to have included a
complete list of those who have made financial and in-kind contributions to UC, and express our sincerest apologies to any individual or
institution we have forgotten. If you have contributed to the University of Cambodia and are not present on the list, please write our editor
at Bulletin@uc.edu.kh so we can add your name in the next edition.

INDIVIDUAL SUPPORTERS
Dr. Haruhisa Handa, Chairman, International Foundation for Arts and Culture

IN-KIND DONATIONS

Cambodia Development Center

Dr. Kao Kim Hourn

Cambodia Magazine

QS		

Diploma

The Constitution of Cambodia		

Health Time Magazine

TSS

Mr.Yong Soda			

University of Puthisastra

Philippine Embassy 			

World Bank Group		
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